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PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to assess the associations between baseline
choriocapillaris (CC) flow deficits and geographic atrophy (GA) progression.

METHODS. In this prospective cohort study, patients with GA underwent 3 × 3-mm macu-
lar spectral-domain optical coherence tomographic angiography (OCTA) at baseline and
follow-up visits. Annual GA enlargement rate was defined as change of square root of
GA area in 12 months. Shadow areas due to iris, media opacity, retinal vessels, and
drusen were excluded. CC vessel density (CC-VD) in non-GA areas was measured using
a validated machine-learning-based algorithm. Low perfusion area (LPA) was defined as
capillary density below the 0.1 percentile threshold of the same location of 40 normal
healthy control eye. Focal perfusion loss (FPL) was defined as percentage of CC loss
within LPA compared with normal controls.

RESULTS. Ten patients with GA were enrolled and followed for 26 months on average. At
baseline, the mean GA area was 0.84 ± 0.70 mm2. The mean CC-VD was 44.5 ± 15.2%,
the mean LPA was 4.29 ± 2.6 mm2, and the mean FPL was 50.4 ± 28.2%. The annual
GA enlargement rate was significantly associated with baseline CC-VD (r = −0.816, P =
0.004), LPA (r = 0.809, P = 0.005), and FPL (r = 0.800, P = 0.005), but not with age (r =
0.008, P = 0.98) and GA area (r = −0.362, P = 0.30).

CONCLUSIONS. Baseline CC flow deficits were significantly associated with a faster GA
enlargement over the course of 1 year, suggesting the choriocapillaris perfusion outside
of a GA area may play a role in GA progression.

Keywords: geographic atrophy, optical coherence tomography angiography, age-related
macular degeneration

Geographic atrophy (GA) secondary to age-related macu-
lar degeneration (AMD) is characterized by loss of

photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and chori-
ocapillaris.1 GA is a significant cause of severe vision loss,
accounting for approximately 20% of all cases of legal
blindness in North America and affecting more than 8
million people worldwide.1,2 A GA lesion usually starts in
the extrafoveal area and enlarges progressively to involve
central fovea and leads to severe vision loss.3,4 There is a
limited understanding of the mechanism of GA development
and progression. Previous studies have suggested oxidative
stress, inflammation, and ischemia may all play roles in its
pathogenesis.5–8

Optical coherence tomographic angiography (OCTA) is
a novel noninvasive imaging method. Using flowing blood
cells as intrinsic contrast, OCTA enables us to image reti-
nal and choroidal blood vessels at the capillary level.9

Recent studies on GA with OCTA have demonstrated reti-
nal and choroidal blood flow impairment.10–15 Using projec-
tion resolved OCTA (PR-OCTA), we recently reported signif-

icant reduced vessel densities in retinal plexuses in GA eyes
compared with normal healthy controls.12 Sacconi demon-
strated that choriocapillaris (CC) flow impairment could be
observed with a spectral domain OCTA around the atrophic
lesions in GA eyes.14 Using a swept source OCTA, Nassisi
also reported a significant impairment of CC flow in the
zones immediately surrounding the GA lesions.10 These
cross-sectional studies suggested CC alterations might be
relevant to the progression of GA. In more recent longitu-
dinal studies, researchers reported significant correlations
between swept source OCTA measured CC flow deficits and
GA enlargement rate over 1 year.11,13,16

Measuring CC could be technically challenging due to
artifacts from motion, projections, segmentation errors, and
shadows.17 Motion artifacts due to saccades, ocular tremors,
or drift are noise components difficult to subtract.18 Projec-
tions of the overlying retinal flow could induce signif-
icant inaccuracies in CC quantifications.19 Segmentation
errors of the very thin CC layer can also produce incor-
rect measurements.20,21 Shadow effects caused by large
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drusen, retinal vessels, vitreous floaters, and pupil vignetting
could artifactually attenuate the CC signal.22,23 Previously,
we developed comprehensive artifacts removal techniques,
including projection-resolved OCTA (PR-OCCTA),19,24 bidi-
rectional graph search for accurate segmentation,25 and iter-
ative regression-based bulk motion subtraction.18 In addi-
tion to these techniques, we recently developed a machine-
learning-based shadow removal algorithm to improve the
CC flow measurement after excluding the impact of drusen,
retinal vessels, vitreous floaters, and iris.22,26 In the current
prospective cohort study, we aimed to assess the associa-
tions between baseline CC flow deficits and GA progression
rates using our custom OCTA algorithms designed to miti-
gate artifact on CC angiograms.

METHODS

This prospective cohort study adhered to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki and was conducted in compliance
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
The institutional review board at Oregon Health and Science
University approved the study and written informed consent
was obtained from each participant.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria of the study partici-
pants have been reported recently.12 Briefly, inclusion crite-
ria for patients with GA were an age of 50+ years and
diagnosis of GA secondary to AMD in at least one eye. GA
was defined as sharply demarcated atrophic lesions of at
least 175 μm with increased visibility of choroidal vessels.
The diagnosis of GA was confirmed by both hypoautoflu-
orescence on fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image and
OCT scans (Spectralis Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg,
Germany) demonstrating congruent loss of photoreceptors
and RPE and hypertransmission of an OCT signal into
the choroid. The exclusion criteria included a history of
choroidal or retinal neovascularization, previous intraocular
surgery, except cataract surgery, any other macular disease,
such as significant epiretinal membrane or vitreomacular
traction syndrome, refractive error greater than −6 or +3
diopters and media opacities that precludes a high-quality
OCTA scan.

Each participant underwent a comprehensive ocular
examination, including axial length measurement (IOL
master 500; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA), early treat-
ment of diabetic retinopathy study (ETDRS) visual acuity
testing, intraocular pressure, dilated fundus examination,
fundus photography (Zeiss FF450 plus, Carl Zeiss Meditec,
USA), FAF (Spectralis HRA + OCT; Spectralis, Heidelberg
Engineering), and OCTA.

After mydriasis, OCTA was obtained for both baseline
and follow-up visits, using a commercially available spectral-
domain instrument, RTVue XR Avanti (Optovue, Inc.), with
a center wavelength of 840 nm and an axial scan rate of
70 kHz. The 3 × 3-mm scans centered at the fovea were
acquired with the embedded real-time eye tracking func-
tion turned on to minimize micro saccade motion artifacts.
A repeat scan was performed on the same visit with the
patient sitting up and re-positioned to assess the measure-
ment repeatability. Blood flow signal was detected using the
commercial version of split-spectrum amplitude decorrela-
tion angiography (SSADA) algorithm by comparing consec-
utive B-scans at the same location.9 The AngioVue software
uses an orthogonal registration algorithm to register the
two-perpendicular (vertical-priority and horizontal-priority)
raster volumes to produce a merged 3D OCT angiogram.

The merged volumetric angiograms were then exported for
custom processing using our laboratory developed software.
Baseline scans were excluded if images were out of focus,
significant motion artifacts were present, or if signal strength
index (SSI) was less than 50.

The interfaces among the vitreous/inner limiting
membrane, outer plexiform layer/outer nuclear layer,
RPE, and Bruch’s membrane/CC were auto-segmented
on structural OCT B scans using a validated directional
graph search method.25 These segmentations were manu-
ally reviewed and adjusted where necessary. An iterative
regression-based bulk motion subtraction algorithm was
applied to subtract bulk motion artifacts.18 A reflectance-
based PR-OCTA algorithm was used to remove projection
artifacts of inner retinal flow onto CC layer.19 En face
angiograms of CC were generated by maximum projection
of a slab located between 10 and 18 μm below the Bruch’s
membrane, as reported recently.22,27 An automated drusen
detection algorithm was applied, as described previously.28

Shadow areas due to iris, media opacity, retinal vessels,
or drusen were automatically detected using a validated
deep-learning algorithm.26

GA area on baseline and last follow-up visit was
segmented manually by a human grader using the en face
mean projections of the reflectance choroidal and RPE slabs
defined using the RPE and Bruch’s membrane layer bound-
aries segmented automatically by a validated algorithm. The
cross-sectional B scans were referred to when segmenting
GA on en face images. The characteristic of GA on cross-
sectional B scans included loss of RPE and photorecepters
and hypertransmission of light, as described in the Classi-
fication Atrophy Meetings literature.29 The capillary density
was defined as the percentage of vascular pixels through the
whole en face angiograms. The CC vessel density (CC-VD)
outside GA area was calculated after excluding the GA area
and shadow area.

Considering the CC-VD is not evenly distributed across
the macular area, we calculated low perfusion area (LPA)
and focal perfusion loss (FPL) using a position point refer-
ence map generated from 40 normal healthy controls, as
reported recently.12,22 The image of GA eyes and the refer-
ence map were registered for location wise comparison
(Fig. 1). An expert grader manually selected the foveal
center, and all local density maps were registered by rigid
translations to make their foveal-center positions overlap.
LPA was defined as superpixel (≥15 contiguous pixels)
capillary density below the 0.1 percentile threshold of the
same location in 40 normal healthy control eyes (i.e. thresh-
old (x,y) = CCref (x,y)-3.1 CCstd (x,y)). FPL was defined
as percentage of CC loss within LPA compared to normal
controls (i.e. FPL =

∑
LPA((CCref(x,y)−CC(x,y))

∑
CCref(x,y) ). CC loss was the

difference between measured CC (x,y) and the reference
CCref (x,y) (i.e. CC loss = CCref (x,y)-CC (x,y)).

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Pack-
age for Social Sciences software (SPSS for Windows, version
25.0; IBM SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Intraclass correla-
tion coefficient (ICC) was calculated to assess the intra-
visit repeatability. Among the two repeat scans, the scan
with a higher SSI was selected for the final statistical analy-
sis. Descriptive statistics included mean, standard deviation
(SD), range, and percentages were presented where appro-
priate. Paired Student’s t test was used to compare the SSI
and Q value of the baseline and follow-visit scans. Pear-
son correlation analysis was used to analyze the correlation
between baseline CC-VD, LPA, FPL, and GA area. Annual
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FIGURE 1. Examples of en face choriocapillaris (CC) optical coher-
ence tomography angiography (OCTA), CC density map, and low
perfusion area; in a healthy control and a case with geographic atro-
phy. (A1) CC of a healthy control; (B1) CC density map of the healthy
control; (C1) low perfusion area is not detected in this healthy eye.
(B1) Reduced CC in eye with geographic atrophy (GA); (B2) CC
density map in the eye with GA; (B3) low perfusion area (red)
detected along with areas of normal perfusion (green) in eye with
GA. Region of GA (white) is excluded for quantitative analysis.

GA enlargement rate was defined as change of square root
of GA area over 12 months. The associations among GA
enlargement rate and baseline age, GA area, CC-VD, LPA and
FPL were assessed using Pearson correlation analysis. All P
values were 2-sided and considered statistically significant if
the value was less than 0.05.

RESULTS

Ten patients with GA (7 men) were included into the study.
At enrollment, the mean age of the study participants was 81
± 9 (mean ± standard deviation, range = 66–95) years. The
mean axial length of the study eyes was 23.84 ± 0.85 (range
= 22.06–24.75) mm. The mean visual acuity was 76 ± 8
(range = 62–89) ETDRS letters. GA lesions were multifocal in
seven eyes and involved the foveal center in two eyes. Retic-
ular pseudodrusen were found in two eyes. Fundus autoflu-
orescence patterns were diffuse or banded in two eyes, focal
in five eyes, patchy in one eye, and none in two eyes. The
fellow eyes had choroidal neovascularization in eight eyes
and GA in two eyes.

Nine eyes had intra-visit repeat scans at both baseline
or follow-up. The within visit repeatability (ICC) scores for
these scans was 0.958, 0.947, and 0.955 for CC-VD, LPA, and
FPL measurements, respectively. The mean GA area at base-
line was 0.84 ± 0.70 (range = 0.03–2.25) mm2. The mean
shadow area was 1.12 ± 0.63 (range = 0.27–2.42) mm2. After
GA areas and shadow areas were excluded, the mean CC-VD
was 44.5 ± 15.2 % (range = 16.5%–67.5%). The mean LPA
was 4.29 ± 2.6 (range = 0.48–7.49) mm2. The mean FPL
was 50.4 ± 28.2% (range = 5.4%–82.4%). The baseline GA
area was not significantly associated with CC-VD (correlation
coefficient r = 0.291, P = 0.41), nor with LPA (r = −0.387,
P = 0.27) or FPL (r = −0.340, P = 0.34).

Patients with GA were followed an average of 26 months
(range = 12–51 months). The mean SSI was 58.1 ± 7.5 at
baseline and 61.0 ± 7.7 (P = 0.34) at follow-up. The mean
Q scores for these scans were 6 ± 1.8 and 7 ± 1.7 (P = 0.19)

FIGURE 2. Greater baseline choriocapillaris low perfusion area (LPA) is associated with faster geographic atrophy (GA) annual enlargement
rate. Projected (first column) OCT slab demonstrating GA as white areas. Choriocapillaris (CC) optical coherence tomography angiography
(OCTA) in second column. GA areas are presented in white over CC OCTA (third column). Shadow artifacts are presented in gray over CC
OCTA (fourth column). Normal CC perfusion labeled in green, GA in white, shadow artifact in gray, and LPA in red (fifthh column). The
flow CC density map shows lower CC density as blue area and higher CC flow density as red area (sixth column). Cross-sectional structural
OCTA shows layer segmentation (seventh column). In case 1, the baseline LPA outside GA area was 0.48 mm2 and the focal perfusion loss
(FPL) was 5.4%. The GA enlargement rate was 0.06 mm/year. In case 2, the baseline LPA and FPL outside the GA area was 6.91 mm2 and
79.2%, respectively. The GA enlargement rate was 0.51 mm/year.
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FIGURE 3. Slow (0.05 mm/year) geographic atrophy growth rate (case 3) compared to faster (0.19 mm/year) geographic atrophy growth
rate (case 4). Projected (first column) OCT slab demonstrating GA as white areas. Choriocapillaris (CC) optical coherence tomography
angiography (OCTA) in the second column. The GA areas are presented in white over CC OCTA (third column). Shadow artifacts are
presented in gray over CC OCTA (fourth column). Normal CC perfusion labeled in green, GA in white, shadow artifact in gray, and LPA in
red (fifth column). The flow CC density map shows lower CC density as blue area and higher CC flow density as red area (sixth column).
Cross-sectional structural OCTA shows layer segmentation (seventh column).

for baseline and follow-up visit respectively. The baseline SSI
and Q score was not significantly correlated with baseline
CC-VD (P = 0.13 and 0.47 respectively). The mean annual
enlargement rate of GA was 0.25 ± 0.19 mm (range = 0.05–
0.57 mm). The annual GA enlargement rate was significantly
associated with baseline CC-VD (r = −0.816, P = 0.004), LPA
(r = 0.809, P= 0.005), and FPL (r = 0.800, P = 0.005; Figs. 2–
4). The annual GA enlargement rate was not significantly
associated with baseline GA area (r = −0.362, P = 0.30), SSI
(r = −0.423, P = 0.23), Q score (r = −0.16, P = 0.67), age
(r = 0.008, P = 0.98), axial length (r = 0.414, P = 0.27), or
best correct visual acuity (BCVA; r = −0.586, P = 0.08).

DISCUSSION

The progression rate of GA is highly variable among indi-
vidual patients.30 Understanding GA progression and its
potential associations is important for clinical judgment of
disease prognosis, interpretation of clinical trial results and
evaluating innovative potential treatment strategies. Previ-
ous studies have reported significant associations between
a higher GA enlargement rate and some clinical characteris-
tics, such as a larger baseline lesion size, multifocal lesions,
perilesional banded, or diffuse pattern fundus autofluores-
cence, perifoveal location, bilateral GA, and higher progres-
sion rate in fellow eye, Fleckenstein et al.30 The current
study demonstrates that, in addition to these factors, CC
flow deficits, quantified with OCTA as lower CC-VD, larger
LPA, and greater FPL in non-GA areas, are associated with
a faster GA progression rate, suggesting perfusion impair-
ment in choriocapillaris may be a risk factor for faster GA
enlargement. Currently, clinical trials are underway to slow
down GA progression. LPA, FPL, and CC-VD could be useful

in selecting clinical trial candidates. For example, a patient
with larger LPA and bigger FPL may show the treatment
effect more easily.

Previous studies have commonly used GA lesion area
enlargement rate (mm2/year) to assess its progression.31

Studies have consistently reported significant associations
between baseline atrophic area and the area enlargement
rate.2,30–32 Mathematically, compared to a smaller baseline
lesion, a larger lesion will expand with a larger area even
their diameter growth rate is actually the same. In the current
study, we used square root of the GA area to measure
its progression rate. This limits the impact of baseline GA
lesion size when evaluating GA enlargement rate associ-
ations, because square root of baseline lesion size is not
significantly associated with its annual enlargement rate, as
reported previously.32 Similar methods have been used in
other studies.11 The mean annual enlargement rate of 0.25
mm/year in the current study is similar to that of Age-Related
Eye Disease Study (AREDS) study (0.29 mm/year).33 After
excluding the impact of baseline GA lesion size, we found CC
flow deficits in the non-GA region were significantly corre-
lated with the annual GA enlargement rate.

Our finding that CC flow deficit is significantly associ-
ated with GA annual enlargement rate is consistent with a
recent study reported by Thulliez.11 In that study, the authors
found out the GA enlargement rate correlated best with
the overall average CC flow deficits in the whole non-GA
region (r = 0.747) than the CC flow deficits in the 300 μm
(r = 0.544) and 300–600 μm regions (r = 0.677) immedi-
ately surrounding the GA region, despite the highest flow
deficit was found in the 300 μm rim immediately surround-
ing the GA. The authors speculated this finding might be
due to the unevenly distribution of age-related loss of CC.
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FIGURE 4. Annual geographic atrophy enlargement rate versus baseline choriocapillaris flow deficits. The annual geographic atrophy (GA)
enlargement rate significantly increased with a lower choriocapillaris density (A), larger low perfusion area (B), and greater focal perfusion
loss (C).

Within a 5-mm circle centered on the fovea, the age-related
CC perfusion loss was faster in the central foveal region
than in the peripheral region.11 However, the authors did
not mention how many of their GA cases were foveal center
involved and how many of their GA lesion located peri-
foveal region. To avoid the impact of location on assess-

ing the CC perfusion loss, we introduced the concept of
LPA and FPL in the current study, which were calculated
through location-wised comparison with the normal refer-
ence map generated from normal controls. The correlations
between the LPA or FPL and GA enlargement rates were
both significant (r = 0.809 and 0.800). Similarly, Moult et al.
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reported a trend of increasing GA growth rate with increas-
ing CC impairment.16 These results agree with the findings
recently reported by Sacconi, who found out CC impair-
ment could predict the enlargement of GA lesion, suggest-
ing CC impairment could be considered as a new risk factor
for GA progression and a biomarker to be measured to
determine efficacy of new interventions aiming to slow GA
progression.13

Our methods used in the current cohort study are
slightly different from the above mentioned two longitudi-
nal studies.11,13 We used spectral domain OCT and applied
the sophisticated artifact removal methods to improve the
measurement accuracy. Although OCT signal is significantly
attenuated by the highly scattering RPE, previous studies
have demonstrated the OCTA signal from the CC layer is
adequate to evaluate the choriocapillaris blood flow infor-
mation in both spectral domain14,22 and swept source OCT
platforms.10,11,13 CC flow measurements with either spectral
domain or swept source OCT angiography is vulnerable to
artifacts, such as motion, projection, segmentation errors,
and shadows. Taking measures to reduce these artifacts by
image processing is a critical step in attempting accurately
quantify CC flow. For example, without removal of projec-
tion or bulk motion artifacts, it is easy to overestimate the
CC-VD, which can mistakenly reach up to 90% to 99%.34,35

Applying projection resolved OCTA and accounting for bulk
motion, our result of CC-VD 80% in normal controls approx-
imates the value of 75% reported in histology.36 Shadow
artifacts from iris, floaters, retinal vessels, and drusen could
attenuate CC signal, leading to an artifactually low CC-VD
value. In the current study, we used a supervised machine
learning algorithm to analyze the interaction between
reflectance and flow signal to detect shadows objectively and
reliably.22,26 The ICC for intra-visit repeat scans was 0.958,
0.947, and 0.955 for CC-VD, LPA, and FPL measurements,
respectively, demonstrating excellent repeatability for these
measurements.

The small sample size of the current study limits our
ability to perform multivariate analysis to adjust the impact
of other known risk factors of GA progression, such as
fundus autofluorescence pattern, fellow eye status, and retic-
ular pseudodrusen. Nevertheless, with normalization of the
baseline lesion size by using square root and the location-
wise comparison with normal healthy controls, we found out
CC flow deficits in the non-GA region is associated with a
faster annual GA enlargement rate. The advantage of the
current study is the application of novel algorithms that
improve the accuracy of CC measurements. Additionally, we
accounted for the uneven distribution of age-related CC loss
by comparing macular regions with attenuated CC perfu-
sion in eyes with GA to similar macular regions in control
eyes.

In conclusion, CC flow deficits, quantified with OCTA as
lower CC-VD, larger LPA, or greater FPL in non-GA areas
were significantly associated with a faster GA enlargement,
suggesting the choriocapillaris perfusion outside of the GA
area may play a role in GA progression.
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